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Introduction: Post-traumatic Symptoms (PTSS) and Post-traumatic Stress Disorder

(PTSD) have been reported to affect a quite significant proportion of cancer patients.

No study has examined the relationship between serotonin transporter gene-linked

polymorphic region (5-HTTLPR) and cancer, including Gene-Environment interactions

between this polymorphism and specific causes of distress, such as cancer related

problems (CRP) or life stressful events (SLE).

Methods: One hundred and forty five breast cancer outpatients participated in the

study and were assessed using the Impact of Event Scale (IES), the Problem List

(PL) developed by the National Comprehensive Cancer Network (NCCN) Distress

Management Guidelines and the Paykel’s Life Events Interview to evaluate the exposure

to SLE during the year before the cancer diagnosis. Each patient was genotyped for

5-HTTLPR polymorphism by analyzing genomic DNA obtained from whole blood cells.

Gene-Environment interactions were tested through moderation analysis.

Results: Twenty-six patients (17.7%) were classified as PTSS cases using the IES.

Genotype and phenotype distributions did not differ across individuals with/without

PTSS (genotype: χ
2 = 1.5; df = 2; p = 0.3; phenotype χ

2 = 0.9; df = 1; p = 0.2).

For both the genotype and phenotype model, using CRP as a predictor showed

significant gene-environment interactions with IES total score (p= 0.020 and p = 0.004,

respectively), with individuals carrying the l/l allele showing a greater probability of

experiencing PTSS. No interaction was found in relationship to SLE (p = 0.750).

Conclusion: This study showed a significant GEI between CRP and PTSS in breast

cancer patients, with carriers of the l/l allele showing indicators consistent with greater

sensitivity to stress.

Keywords: 5-HTTLPR polymorphism, breast cancer, post-traumatic stress symptoms, post-traumatic stress

disorder, serotonine transporter
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INTRODUCTION

Cancer is a stressful traumatic experience associated with a
high prevelance of adjustment and stress-related disorders (1).
Data show that up to 30–35% of cancer patients develop Post-
traumatic Stress Symptoms (PTSS), sub-syndromal or even full-
fledged Post-traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) at some point
of the disease trajectory (2–4), including breast cancer (5, 6).
PTSD in cancer patients can negatively impact the quality of life,
cognitive, social, work-related, and physical functioning and the
treatment process (7, 8), thus potentially affecting the course of
the disease.

Literature on survivors of life-threatening events, such as
natural disasters, wars or severe childhood abuse, have shown
that the risk of developing trauma-related psychopathology can
be modulated by individual genetic background (9). Variants
of the 5-hydroxy-tryptamine (5HT) transporter gene (SLC6A4)
have been studied for their role in the vulnerability to Post-
traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) among individuals exposed
to environmental stress (10). In particular, the 5HT-transporter
gene-promoter variant (5HTLPPR), consisting in a long (l) and
a short (s) variant, has been identified as an effect modifier
(moderator) of the association between traumatic events and
the onset of PTSD or post-traumatic stress symptoms (PTSS).
Individuals homozygous for the short allele (s/s) of the 5-
HTTLPR display a higher likelihood of developing PTSD after
exposure to significant traumatic events, compared with s/l
or l/l carriers (11). A recent meta-analysis pooled the results
of 14 studies, of which five had used a longitudinal design,
concluding that 5HTTLPR genotype was a significant moderator
of the association between stress and PTSD, with a significant
increment in PTSD incidence/prevalence associated with the
presence of the s allele (9). Also, carriers of s alleles displayed
more anxious arousal and symptom re-experiencing than l
carriers, but not symptoms of avoidance, numbing, or dysphoric
arousal (12). However, some inconsistent findings were reported
by other studies, either detecting a higher prevalence of PTSD
among l/l than among s/s and s/l carriers (13, 14), showing
additive interaction between the l/l genotype and traumatic
events to determine PTSD (15) or failing to find an association
between stress and 5HTTLPR genotype in PTSD.

Most of the cited studies, however, only examined the
presence of main effects and did not examine additive
interactions (16, 17). Results of Gene-Environment Interaction
(GEI) studies are not entirely concordant, and more research
is needed to understand the relationship between stress and
5HTTLPR genotype (9, 18). Variability of findings may derive
from clinical characteristics, as well as differences in the
definitions of stress or psychopathology. Also, and more
importantly, the 5-HTTLPR polymorphisms and its possible
role in mental health problems secondary to cancer have only
been reported in a few studies of cancer patients examining the
association between 5-HTTLPR polymorphisms and depression
in cancer, which have returned contradictory results (19–22).

Thus, the lack of data on the interactions between the
adaptation of cancer patients and 5-HTTLPR polymorphisms,
specifically regarding the development of PTSS arising from

stress consequent to cancer-related problems or life events
prompted us to explore this area. Specifically, we examined
if interactions between 5-HTTLPR genotype and reported
environmental stress predicted PTSS among breast cancer
patients, with the hypothesis that patients with different
5HTTLPR genotypes would report different levels of cancer-
related stress and PTSS.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Participants
A convenience sample of breast cancer patients (n = 145) were
enrolled at the out-patient and day-hospital clinics of the Unit
of Medical Oncology, University S. Anna Hospital in Ferrara.
Criteria for recruitment were: (i) diagnosis of cancer in the
previous 6 months; (ii) a Karnofsky Performance Status scale
>80; (iii) absence of cognitive deficits or involvement of the CNS
at the clinical evaluation; (iv) age between 18 and 70 years. All the
participants completed a comprehensive psychosocial assessment
conducted by a researcher with extensive experience in psycho-
oncology and blood sample was collected in order to characterize
5-HTTLPR polymorphism. The study was conducted after
having been approved by the relevant institutional Ethical
Committee, and having received informed consent by each
participant. The original contributions presented in the study
are publicly available. This data can be at the following
link: https://figshare.com/articles/dataset/5HTPLRR_PTSS_sav_
pdf/13713541.

Psychosocial Assessment
Post-traumatic Stress Symptoms
The 15-item Impact of Event Scale-IES (23) assesses the
frequency of intrusive and avoidant cognitions and behaviors,
the two main clinical dimensions of PTSD, on a 4-point Likert
scale, in response to specific events. Item scores are summed
to obtain a total IES Total score (range score of 0–75) or the
Intrusion and Avoidance subscale scores (Intrusion subscale: 7
items; score range 0–35; Avoidance subscale: 8 items, score range
0–40). The following cut-off scores are used to differentiate the
severity of stress responses on the IES Total score: 0–8, no or
subclinical PTSS; 9–25, mild PTSS; 26–43, moderate;≥44, severe
PTSS (24, 25). The IES (IES Total score) is reported to have good
validity for detecting patients with a diagnosis of PTSD obtained
by clinical interview (26). In particular, a cut-off of total IES
score ≥35 had high sensitivity (0.89) and specificity (0.94) for
a diagnosis of PTSD obtained with a structured interview in a
large validation study of Danish breast cancer patients (27). In
this sample, the reliability of the IES was satisfactory (Cronbach’s
α for Intrusion: 0.82; Avoidance: 0.79; IES total: 0.87) confirming
the usefulness of the IES in cancer research (28).

Assessment of Environmental Stress
In addition to the experience of cancer, patients may be exposed
to other types of environmental stress, including previous life
events and problems deriving from the illness. Thus, we deemed
it useful to investigate their differential effects by employing two
more widely used instruments.
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Paykel’s Life Events Interview retrospectively documented
stressful life events over the 12 months preceding the diagnosis
of cancer. The interview assesses the occurrence of 64 possible
life stressful events (SLE) related to the work, education, finance,
health, bereavement, family, and social domains, using the count
of events as an index of environmental stress (29). Given the
aims of the study, we did not rate those health problems that
could be related to cancer among SLE (e.g., symptoms, diagnostic
procedures, or visits that would be later attributed to the illness).

Cancer-related Problems (CRP) were assessed by using
the Problem List (PL) developed as a tool by the National
Comprehensive Cancer Network (NCCN) Distress Management
Guidelines (30, 31). This instrument rates the presence (yes/no)
during the prior week of 34 problems related to cancer from
a list of five categories: practical, family, emotional, physical
problems, and spiritual/religious concerns. The total count of
CRP is generally used to guide and facilitate the interview
used to screen for distress in cancer patients. However, given
the aim of the study, we computed CRP as the count of only
practical, social/family, and physical problems, while excluding
emotional and spiritual issues due to their expected correlation
with the outcome.

Genotyping
Participants were genotyped for 5-HTTLPR polymorphism by
analyzing genomic DNA obtained from whole blood cells, using
standard procedures (GenEluteTM blood Genomic DNA Kit,
Sigma). Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) amplification of 5-
HTTLPR was performed using the primer sequences described
by Gelernter et al. (32), the forward primer having the sequence
(5′-ATGCCAGCACCTAACCCCTAATGT-3′) and the reverse
(5′-GGACCGCAAGGTGGGCGGGA-3′). This amplifies a 419
base pair product for the 16 repeat (“l”) allele and a 375 base
pair product for the 14 repeat (“s”) allele. PCR was carried
out on Gene AMP 9700 (PE Applied Biosystems), using the
following cycling conditions: initial 10min denaturing step at
95◦C, followed by 40 cycles of 40 s of denaturation at 94◦C,
45 s of annealing at 56◦C, 40 s of extension at 72◦C, and
a final extension phase of 72◦C for 10min. Reactions were
performed in a final volume of 20 µL product containing 0,8
µL (20 ng) of DNA, 0,8 µL (10 pmol) of each primer, 0,8
µL (10 pmol) of dNTPs, 16,8 µL of GC-RICH PCR System
(ROCHE Molecular Biomedicals), containing 8 µL of GC-RICH
Resolution Solution, 5M, 8 µL of GC-RICH reaction buffer
(7,5mM MgCl2 and 1,5mM DMSO) and 0,8 µL of GC-RICH
Enzyme Mix. PCR products were separated on a 2% agarose gel
(MultiABgarose, ABgene) supplemented with Ethidium bromide
(0.03%) and visualized by ultraviolet transillumination. Genomic
data were analyzed according to an additive genotype model
(three groups: s/s vs. s/l vs. l/l genotypes) and according to
phenotype groups as the dominant model (subjects carrying vs.
not carrying the s allele). All the genetic analyses, including the
identification of and the fragment lengths, were performed in the
Pharmacogenetics Lab of Department of Life Sciences, University
of Trieste, Trieste, Italy by the researchers of Department of
Life Science.

Statistical Analyses
Between-group differences in psychosocial variables according
to 5-HTTLPR polymorphisms were explored using Chi-
Square, t-test, and Analysis of Variance (ANOVA). Gene-
environment interactions were examined by testing whether
the 5-HTTLPR polymorphism had a moderating role (effect
modifier) on the association between stressful life events and
PTSS. Moderation analyses were performed with the PROCESS
macro, 3.4 release (33). The macro employs conditional
process analysis based on OLS and logistic regression modeling
and provides bias-corrected 95% confidence intervals (CIs)
using bootstrap calculation (n = 1,000 iterations). Separate
models were analyzed using IES score (indicating the severity
of PTSS) as the dependent variable, CRP (independent
variable) as indices of exposure to stressful events and the
genotype model (s/s, s/l, l/l) as a multicategorical moderator.
Similarly, still using IES score as the dependent variable,
additional analyses included SLE as a different exposure to
stress, and the phenotype model to be tested as a different
dichotomous moderator. In order to prevent Type I errors
in null hypothesis, given the presence of multiple analyses,
the Bejamini Hockberg False Discovery Rate (FDR) correction
was used (34). All analyses were conducted using SPSS 21.0
(IBM corporation).

Finally, a post-hoc power analysis was conducted using
G∗Power (35).

RESULTS

Data pertaining to 145 patients were collected. The socio-
demographic and clinical characteristics of the sample are
shown in Supplementary Table 1. All the patients were female
with a mean age of 55.87 ± 8.98; the majority were married
(75.8%), with no past history of psychological disorders (65.5%)
and 44.8% were employed. Most patients had localized disease
(84.8%), with 93 patients (64.1%) undergoing quadrantectomy.
Almost half of the patients (48.3%) did not receive any further
anticancer intervention, with the remaining subjects receiving
chemotherapy (22.7%), hormonal therapy (14.5%), or combined
therapy (14.5%).

The frequencies of the three 5-HTTLPR genotypes were:
ll, 31.3% (n = 45); sl, 45.5% (n = 66); and ss, 23.4% (n =

34), comparable with previous reported frequencies in similar
samples (Hardy–Weinberg equilibrium: χ2 = 0.90416; p = ns).
The phenotype groups (s/s+ s/l; l/l) did not differ by age, disease
stage or treatment (Supplementary Table 2). Twenty-six patients
(17.7%) were classified as PTSS cases using the IES cut-off score
of 35. Genotype and phenotype distributions were comparable,
with no significant difference between PTSS cases vs. non-cases
(genotype: χ2 = 1.5; df= 2; p= 0.3; phenotype χ

2 = 0.9; df= 1;
p= 0.2).

We used SLE or CRP as indices of stress as predictors; SLE did
not yield significant gene-environment interactions (p = 0.750,
Table 1), whereas significant gene × environment interactions
were detected with CRP, on IES total score (both in genotype
and phenotype models, p = 0.020 and p = 0.004). In particular,
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TABLE 1 | Gene-environment interactions: genotype models.

Outcome Exposure Moderator Test(s) of highest order

unconditional interactions(s):

Effects at levels of

the moderator

Effect se p LLCI ULCI

Cancer-related problems

IES CRP Genotype R2-chng: 5%, F2,140 = 4.02,

p = 0.0200; q = 0.0250

s/s −0.72 0.92 0.44 −2.5584 1.11

s/l −0.57 0.74 0.43 −2.04 0.89

l/l 2.43 0.91 <0.01 0.62 4.23

Paykel life events

IES SLE Genotype R2-chng: 0.4%, F2,140 = 0.28,

p = 0.7503; q = 0.05

- - - - - -

CRP, Cancer Related Problems; SLE, number of life stress events before diagnosis. Effect, standard error, p value, lower and upper confidence interval.

individuals carrying the l/l allele displayed a significant, positive
association between CRP and IES score (greater probability of
being a PTSS case), in contrast with those carrying the s/s or s/l
alleles (Table 1 and Supplementary Table 3; interaction between
CRP and IES score depicted in Figure 1). Results were similar in
further exploratory analyses using the IES subscale Avoidance as
the continuous outcomes (p= 0.013), but not for the IES subscale
Intrusion (p = 0.102; Supplementary Table 3). The results did
not substantially change after adjusting models for age, previous
psychiatric disorders or current depressive symptoms.

DISCUSSION

This is the first study that, to our knowledge, examined the role
of the 5-HTTLPR polymorphism and GEI interaction in PTSS in
cancer patients.

No difference was found between groups according to
genotype and phenotype distributions as far as PTSS is
concerned, consistent at a first look with the negative data
obtained in cancer populations as far as depressive disorders are
concerned (22). However, when examining the GxE interaction,
the l/l genotype was associated with a higher probability of
PTSS in patients reporting greater cancer-related stress scores,
but not those with high prior SLEs. These results contrast with
those from Zhao et al. (9) meta-analysis of 14 studies carried
out in non-cancer settings, where the s/s, rather than the l/l
genotype, was associated with greater likelihood of PTSD or
depression classifications (36). However, our results are in line
with other studies showing a higher PTSD case prevalence
among l/l rather than s/s, or no s/l allele variant associations
with PTSD secondary to trauma (13, 14, 16, 17). Grabe et al.
(15) for example detected a significant GEI only when three
or more traumatic events (lifetime) were used as the threshold
for exposure to environmental stress. Unlike our study, events
were not specifically related to physical health, but may have
encompassed a more intense and/or chronic type of stress.

Explaning these data is not easy. A tentative explanation
may depend on the enduring nature of day-to-day exposure
to cancer-related problems (4), specifically in breast cancer (8).
Regarding depression but not PTSS, some data showing that
among breast cancer patients l/l carriers displayed more severe
depressive symptoms than other participants, although a proper
GEI was not tested (37). Speculatively, it is possible that different

interactions can be evident between isoforms of the serotonin
transporter and different levels of serotonin released into the
bloodstream by breast cancer (38): s/s carriers, due to their lower
reuptake activity, may thus maintain higher levels of circulating
serotonin, hence a reduced risk of developing stress-related
psychopathology. Consistently, serotoninergic antidepressant
side-effects and effectiveness seemmore pronounced among non-
s carriers (39). Clearly, these findings need to be replicated before
postulating whether the mechanisms of PTSS associated with
breast, or other types of cancer might be different from those
deriving from other life-threatening events (4, 8), including the
possible implications in terms of antidepressant treatment (40).

The strength of the study is that it is the first examining
the possible role of the 5-HTTLPR polymorphism in PTSS risk
among cancer patients. Also, we used a specific tool to assess
cancer-related stressful problems (NCCN CRP) that represent
the most significant source of stress at different levels (i.e.,
primary stress represented by the cancer-related problem itself,
secondary stress represented by the interpersonal, psychological
practical consequences of the primary stress).

There are however significant limitations that should be
mentioned. First, genotype and phenotypic stratification within
a small sample size of this study limited both power and
generalizability of our results. Nonetheless, a post-hoc power
analysis revealed that using an α error probability of 0.05, our
sample of 145 subjects yielded a power of 78% of detecting an
Effect Size f ²= 0.052; this result is very close to the power of 80%
that is conventionally accepted as appropriate for most studies.
Also the cross-sectional design does not allow to prospectively
generalize our results. Second, according to Paykel’s interview,
stressful events during the life trajectory were retrospectively
assessed considering only the previous year (therefore before
diagnosis). While this method prevents the detection of whole-
life-span negative events (particularly childhood adversity), other
studies in non-cancer settings that examined much longer times
prior to PTSD, may suffer from inflated SLE reporting due to
recall bias (9). Additionally, cancer related PTSS may be the
result of different forms of stress. In our analysis we focused on
acute stress related to specific CRP during the previous week,
but it is likely that at least some patients had been undergoing
significant stress for more time, since the diagnosis of cancer
was done within the previous 6 months. Accordingly, in both
human studies (41, 42) as well as in animal models (43), chronic
stress represents a vulnerability for the development of PTSD.
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FIGURE 1 | Gene-environment interaction: simple slopes of cancer-related problems in predicting IES score by 5HTTLR genotype. CRP, Cancer Related Problems.

The fact that SLE did not show a significant GXE interaction
might suggest that this vulnerability, if present, might be cancer
specific. To fully address this problem, an analysis taking into
account the 5-5HTTLPR system and both CRP during both the
previous week as well as during the last months (e.g., moderated
moderation) would confirm this hypothesis.

Another limitation lies in the usage of an older version of
the IES which, although shown to be reliable for PTSD in
cancer patients (28), did not take into account hyperarousal
symptoms that characterize these patients and which are
fully explored using the newer IES-R (44). Lastly, we did
not assess PTSD or other psychiatric comorbidities with a
standardized psychiatric interview nor did we investigate other
polymorphisms and functional variants of the 5-HTTLPR system
(e.g., the LG polymorphism).

CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, our study detected a gene-environment
interaction between cancer-related problems and PTSS in
cancer patients, so that carriers of the l/l allele in the promoter
region of the 5-HTTLPR gene apparently reported greater
sensitivity to stress.

More attention and research to key environmental and
biological risk factors for PTSD (e.g., childhood adversity,
possible biological predisposing factors, including stress-driven
activation of biological, and endocrine pathways) that are
influential in the maintenance of PTSD and worse patient
outcomes (45). With respect to this, further studies are needed to
better clarify the role of the serotonin system in the development
of PTSS in order to identify women who may be at heightened
risk of PTSD amongst breast cancer patients and to properly
integrate psychopharmacological and psychological approaches
to lessen the negative impact of this chronic mental health
condition (46, 47).
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